
Flying Camp / JustFly-SVS XC Demo Days Team Challenge
Contest Introduction and Rules 

 Date: August 20, 2020 

Contest Mission Statement 

This event is focused on providing a fun, safe introductory learning experience in cross-country 

(XC) flying and beginning competition skills.  Teams will be led by experienced pilots who will 
guide, coach, and mentor their less-experienced teammates in the discipline of XC flying.  The 
primary purpose of this event is to encourage and expose pilots to the challenge of flying hang 
gliders and paragliders XC in the Sequatchie Valley, one of the best XC sites in the world. 
Additional opportunities for learning are provided with nightly presentations by local and 
national XC experts.

Contest Overview/Introduction 

This event is designed to help pilots learn from one another.  The top priority is safety.  The 

contest rules reflect the focus on mentoring and encouraging the participation of less-experienced 

pilots, giving them more scoring potential than more-experienced pilots.  The rules aim to give 

each team an equal chance of winning, regardless of its makeup in terms of pilot experience or 

glider performance. 

Competition headquarters will be the JustFly-SVS Whitwell / Flying Camp near Whitwell, 
Tennessee.  The first pilots’ meeting (recommended but not mandatory) will be there at 7:00 PM 

EDT the night before the first contest day.  

Competition prizes will be awarded, in a ceremony at the closing party, to the three teams with 

the most total points.  Other prizes generously donated by various manufacturers will also be 

presented.  There are no National Team Selection System points available for this competition. 

When available, there will be videographers at launch and in goal LZs – filming launches and 

landings.  A valuable part of the contest experience is having your launch and landing (on video) 

reviewed by expert pilots/instructors.  These launches and landings will be reviewed on a big 

screen in a group setting, so you can learn from others’ videos, too – not just from your own. 

JustFly-SVS / Flying Camp will sponsor select up-and-coming H3 pilots with free entry.  To 

apply for a sponsorship, e-mail David Hanning info@tnfly.com.  Describe yourself, your HG 

experience, and why you think you should be sponsored. 

http://www.tennesseetreetoppers.org/
mailto:olliettt1955@yahoo.com
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Each pilot is responsible for his own safety.  Each pilot must fly only with appropriate and safe 

equipment, pre-flight his equipment, complete a proper hang check (if flying a hang glider), 

choose safe launch and flying conditions, select safe landing areas, and set up safe landing 

approaches.  The TJustFly-SVS / Flying Camp  will assist as much as possible, but the ultimate 

decision to fly and the responsibility for your safety is yours alone.  If a pilot feels incapable of 

assuming full responsibility for his own safety, he will not be allowed to participate in this meet, 

and his registration fee will be refunded.  Just because (1) the safety committee approved of the 

day’s task(s), (2) the launch isn’t currently closed for safety reasons, and/or (3) other pilots are 

launching doesn’t mean that it’s safe for you to launch.  One important aspect of competitive 

flying is learning to make safe decisions even under pressure. 

Experienced Novice (H2) pilots with mountain launching skills will be allowed to free-fly at 

Henson Gap during the contest, if they meet the requirements defined in the JustFly-SVS / 
Flying Camp Flight Regulatory Program (FRP), which is available on the club’s web site. 

Join us over the beautiful Sequatchie valley for some great gaggles, learning, and camaraderie in 

the “hang gliding capital of the East”, home of the Tennessee Tree Toppers. 

Contest Rules 

Contest rules may be changed (by meet officials or task or safety committees) at any time.  

Unless otherwise specified, however, the rules are as stated below.  Any exceptions or changes 

to the below rules will be announced either in writing (e.g., on the JustFly-SVS / Flying Camp 

web site) or at a pilots’ meeting.  It is each competitor’s responsibility to know the below rules. 

1. Pilot Requirements – Each competitor must be a equivalent P3 flight pass holder in good 

standing  with JustFly-SVS .  

2. Pilot Classification – Each pilot will be classified as follows:

A ......A pilot is an “A” pilot if he has both three XC flights of at least 20 miles* and 10 

periods of thermal-only flight one hour or longer. 

B ......A pilot who doesn’t meet the “A” pilot requirements is a “B” pilot if he has either 

one XC flight of at least 10 miles* or six periods of thermal-only flight one hour or 

longer. 

C ......A pilot who doesn’t meet the “B” pilot requirements is a “C” pilot. 

* This distance must have been flown in a single period of time during which the pilot was never

in ridge lift (although he may have been in ridge lift at other times in the flight).  Non-straight-

line flight counts, but each counted flight leg must be at least four miles long.  The pilot need not

have landed out for a flight to be considered XC.

Note that pilot classification depends only on thermaling and XC accomplishments.  No other 

factors (USHPA rating, glider/gear, age, gender, currency, etc.) are considered. 
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It is each pilot’s responsibility to ensure, prior to the first contest round, that his classification is 

correct.  If it is determined after the first contest round that his classification is too low (based 

only on the above classification rules), then (1) his classification will be corrected and (2) his 

effective task completion percentage (defined in paragraph 12 below) for his most recently flown 

round in which he earned any XC points will be cut in half. 

3. Number of Pilots per Team – A team normally consists of four pilots but may, at the

discretion of the contest director, consist of as few as two pilots or as many as six pilots.  Non-

standard team sizing may be used, for example, if the contest’s total number of competitors isn’t

an exact multiple of four or to manipulate the number of teams.  It is possible that there will be a

mix of team sizes in the same contest.  Scores will be scaled as needed so that each team has the

same daily points potential.  This means that the smaller the team, the more weight each pilot

carries.

4. Team A-B-C Makeup – The only rule about the required/allowed A-B-C makeup of a team

is that each team must be 20-60% “A” pilots.  See the following table for the resulting minimum

and maximum number of “A” pilots required/allowed for teams of every possible size.

Number of 

Pilots on Team 

Minimum Number of 

“A” Pilots Required 

Maximum Number of 

“A” Pilots Allowed 

2 1 1 

3 1 1 

4 1 2 

5 1 3 

6 2 3 

No team in compliance with this rule will be broken up due to its A-B-C makeup.  Some points 

availability values depend on a team’s A-B-C makeup, which can vary from day to day in some 

cases.  For the purpose of points availability determinations, a team’s A-B-C makeup is that of 

the pilots representing the team that day. 

5. Team Leaders – It is highly recommended that each team have at least one pilot suitable as

a team leader.  This pilot should have well more than the minimum experience required to be an

“A” pilot.  Equally importantly, he should want and be able to mentor his less-experienced pilots,

both on and off the ground.  With a suitable team leader, a team’s pilots will get the focused,

individualized mentoring at the heart of the event.

6. Forming and Naming Teams – Pilots may form teams in advance or may do so at the

Saturday night pre-contest pilots’ meeting.  At this meeting, pilots are classified (A/B/C), teams

are formed, and team names are declared and recorded.

7. Reporting Turnpoints and Landing Locations – The use of a GPS receiver is

recommended (for learning and navigation purposes) but not required.  In the interest of

minimizing costs, hassle, and equipment needs; all scoring-related reporting is done on the honor

system.  GPS/instrument/camera data will not be reviewed for confirmation/verification.  Pilots

may report their landing locations via Google Earth or GPS coordinates.
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8. Three XC Tasks Per XC Round – Each XC round, three tasks (one per pilot class) are

designated.  Task difficulty corresponds to pilot class.  This approach amounts to handicapping

for pilot skill level.  Generally speaking, the “B” task is about twice as long as the “C” task; the

“A” task, about twice as long as the “B” task.

9. XC Round Launch Window – Each XC round, a launch “window” (period of time) will be

designated (via start/open and end/close times).  No flight beginning before the window opens

may earn contest points.  When the closing time is reached, it is as if each pilot still in line

pushes.  If he launches in accordance with the push rules, then his launch is counted as having

occurred during the launch window.  If he chooses not to launch within the prescribed amount of

time (per the push rules), then this flight (if he chooses to launch) is not scored.

10. Distance Achieved – A pilot’s scored XC distance, or “distance made good” (DMG), is

calculated one of two ways, depending on the type of XC tasks set for the round.  All distances

will be as calculated using the great circle distance formula and will be rounded to the nearest 0.1

mile (with 0.05 rounding up).

a. Fixed Task – This is the typical type task used and consists of a set goal location and

zero or more turnpoints.  DMG is the total task length minus the distance remaining

(from where he landed) to complete the task minus his must-exceed distance (see

paragraph 19 below).  The distance remaining is the distance from the landing

location to the next turnpoint plus the sum of the lengths of all remaining task legs

beyond the next turnpoint.  Since GPS data will not be analyzed to determine whether

a pilot was ever (while airborne) closer to the next turnpoint than where he landed,

DMG is maximized by landing as near the next turnpoint as possible.

b. Open-Distance Task – This type task consists of a set goal distance (but no set goal

location) and zero or more turnpoints.  If the pilot didn’t tag all required turnpoints,

then his DMG is calculated using the fixed-task method (see above) as if the final

turnpoint were goal.  Otherwise, DMG is (1) the total task length to the final turnpoint

plus (2) the distance from the final turnpoint to where he landed minus (3) his must-

exceed distance (see paragraph 19 below).

11. Glider Type Handicap Multipliers – In order to account for glider type performance

differences, such that no pilot has a significant advantage (or disadvantage) due to his glider

type, the following glider type handicap multipliers are used (as explained in paragraph 12

below) in XC scoring calculations:

 rigid wing .............................................................1.0 

 topless HG or EN C or D PG ...............................1.2 

 kingposted double-surface HG or EN B PG ........1.3 

 single-surface HG or EN A PG ............................1.5 

12. Effective Task Completion Percentage (ETCP) and “Virtual” Goal – For scoring

purposes, a pilot’s task length is considered to be the total task length minus his must-exceed

distance (see paragraph 19 below).  For XC scoring purposes, in order to account for glider type

differences between pilots, an “effective” task completion percentage (ETCP) is calculated for
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each pilot.  ETCP is the lower of (1) “gross” task completion percentage (DMG – see paragraph 

10 above – divided by task length) multiplied by glider type handicap multiplier or (2) 100%.  

The 100% limit prevents a pilot flying a lower-performance glider from getting more task 

completion percentage credit than is possible for a pilot flying a higher-performance glider type.  

Here’s how to calculate ETCP: 

𝐸𝑇𝐶𝑃 = [(
𝐷𝑀𝐺

𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘
) × 𝐻𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟 × 100] % 

If ETCP > 100%, then ETCP = 100%. 

The DMG (distance made good) that gives an ETCP of exactly 100% is considered the pilot’s 

“virtual” goal.  For example, a pilot flying a single-surface hang glider (handicap = 1.5) achieves 

an ETCP of 100% when he flies 2/3 of the task length (i.e., 2/3 x 1.5 = 1.0 = 100%).  If he flies 

farther, he gets no more task completion percentage credit (and ultimately no more distance 

points) than if he had landed at his virtual goal distance.  (Note that virtual and actual goals are 

the same for rigid wing hang glider pilots.)  Virtual goal task completion percentages are as 

follows: 

Glider Type % Task Completion (Gross) 

Rigid Wing 100% (100%/1.0) 

Topless HG or EN C or D PG 83% (100%/1.2) 

Kingposted Double-Surface HG or EN B PG 77% (100%/1.3) 

Single-Surface HG or EN A PG 67% (100%/1.5) 

“Virtual” Goal Task Completion Percentages 

13. Available Distance Points (ADP) – Each team has the potential to earn 1,000 points in each

XC round.  900 of these points are from XC distance achieved.  To encourage the more-

experienced pilots to help their less-experienced teammates, these points are distributed so that

within a given team, the less-experienced pilots have more, making any fraction of task

completion more valuable for a C pilot than for a B (and more valuable for a B than for an A).

To preserve a constant combined 900 ADPs per team while distributing these points in this way,

B and C ADP values vary by team make-up and team size.  Within a given team, the A-B and B-

C differences in ADP are equal (e.g., 30 points for an A-A-B-C-C team).  For more about this

distribution, including (1) the exact formulas used, (2) a table of A, B, and C ADP values for all

possible team make-ups and sizes, and (3) an example illustrating the effect of this distribution

method, see Appendix A of this document.

Note:  This distribution method will usually cause unequal scores for two pilots of identical pilot 

classification and glider type who flew the same distance but are on different teams (with 

different sizes or A-B-C make-ups).  That’s okay.  This is a team contest, and each team has the 

same ADP total (900). 

14. Distance Points Calculation – The number of distance points a pilot earns is his effective

task completion percentage (ETCP, see paragraph 12 above) of his available distance points

(ADP, see paragraph 13 above).  For example, a pilot with an ETCP of 50% and an ADP of 180
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gets 90 (50% of 180) distance points.  In summary, here’s the entire process of calculating a 

pilot’s distance points: 

1. Determine his distance made good (DMG, see paragraph 9 above).

2. Calculate his effective task completion percentage (ETCP, see paragraph 12 above).

3. Calculate his available distance points (ADP, see paragraph 13 above).

4. Multiply ETCP and ADP.

15. Virtual Goal Bonus – Each B and C pilot who makes at least his “virtual” goal (see

paragraph 12 above) earns bonus points.  This bonus is not available to A pilots (in order to

further encourage them to help their B and C pilot teammates).  This bonus emphasizes the

importance of completing a task.  In race-to-goal contests, task completion is required in order to

have access to speed points.

Each team has the potential to earn 100 of these points each XC round.  To encourage the more-

experienced pilots to help their less-experienced teammates, these points are distributed so that 

within a given team, the less-experienced pilots have more.  To preserve a constant 100 points 

availability per team while distributing these points in this way, the B and C bonus values vary 

by team make-up and team size.  Within a given team, a C pilot gets twice as many of these 

points as a B pilot.  For more discussion of this distribution, including (1) the exact formulas 

used, (2) a table of A, B, and C bonus points for all possible team make-ups and sizes, and (3) an 

example illustrating the effect of this distribution method, see Appendix B of this document. 

Note:  This distribution method will usually cause unequal bonuses for two pilots of identical 

pilot classification who make goal but are members of different teams (with different sizes or A-

B-C make-ups).  That’s okay.  This is a team contest, and each team has the same combined 

virtual goal bonus points potential (100). 

16. Goal-Maker Land-Out Penalty – A pilot who completes his task (the full task, not just his

“virtual” task, see paragraph 12 above) but doesn’t land in a goal LZ of one of the day’s tasks

will be assessed a penalty.  The purpose of this rule is to minimize the number of outlandings,

thus minimizing the club’s impact on local landowners.  Each team has the potential for 150 of

these penalty points per XC round, and they are spread equally among a team’s pilots.  For

example, any pilot on a five-pilot team who receives this penalty will receive a penalty amount

of 30 points (i.e., one fifth of 150).  A pilot who lands in a “Do Not Land” area will not receive

this penalty, per se; he will receive a score of zero for the day.  This penalty doesn’t exist in an

open-distance XC round, since such a round doesn’t define goal LZs.

17. Pilot Promotion Bonus – A C pilot may try the A or B task, and a B pilot may try the A

task.  If he achieves at least his “virtual” goal (see paragraph 12 above) for the more-difficult

task, he will (1) receive bonus points (and public accolades), (2) be immediately “promoted” to

the corresponding (to the task completed) pilot classification, and (3) for purposes of the goal-

maker land-out penalty (see paragraph 16 above) be treated as if he had not tried his own task.

Each team has 60 of these bonus points available each day, split evenly among the team’s B and

C pilots.  The bonus is decreased as needed to ensure that the team earns no more points than if

all its pilots had completed their tasks.  If a pilot tries this but fails, he will be scored as if he had

tried only his own task.  He is not required to tag his own task’s turnpoints or goal, although
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failure to do so may result in a poorer score if he fails to complete the more-difficult task.  This 

“promotion” does not affect previous days’ scoring for this pilot – only current and future day 

scoring.  This bonus may not be claimed, if the higher-pilot-class task claimed is the same as the 

task for this pilot’s class.  For example, if the B and C tasks are identical, a C pilot may not claim 

this bonus for completing the B task.  This bonus isn’t available during an open-distance XC 

round, since such a round doesn’t include the potential of “earning” the goal-maker land-out 

penalty. 

18. Day Quality – A “Day Quality” value from 0 to 1 will be calculated for each XC round

(based on the day’s XC results) to express how suitable the day was to evaluate pilot XC skill.

All available point values (except for penalties) are multiplied by this value.  For example, on a

day with a “Day Quality” of 0.5, the maximum number of points a team can earn is 500 (1,000 x

0.5).  For more discussion, including the exact formulas used, see Appendix C of this document.

19. Must-Exceed Distance – A pilot must complete a certain amount of his total task in order to

receive any points.  This must-exceed distance is essentially treated as the start point of his flight.

For example, if a pilot’s must-exceed distance is 3.0 miles, then if he makes good 3.5 miles of

the total task, his scored distance made good will be 0.5 miles.  This rule helps minimize the

contest’s impact on local landowners (especially those nearest launch sites) by making it very

unfruitful to launch with a plan of flying a single glide to land out (a.k.a. “diving for dollars”).

Giving points only for distance made good beyond this must-exceed distance also eliminates the

possible situation where, for example, a pilot who flew just 0.1 mile farther than another pilot got

3.1 miles more scored distance.  To account for differences in glider performance, the must-

exceed distance varies by glider type as shown in the table below.

Glider Type Must-Exceed Distance (mi.) 

Rigid Wing 4.5 

Topless HG or EN C or D PG 4.0 

Kingposted Double-Surface HG or EN B PG 3.5 

Single-Surface HG or EN A PG 3.0 

This must-exceed distance is distance made good, not distance from launch.  Therefore, it is 

possible that a pilot could land farther than this must-exceed distance from launch and still get no 

distance points (i.e., if he didn’t make good more than his must-exceed distance). 

20. “Do Not Land” (DNL) Areas – A few valley landowners have asked that pilots not land on 
their property.  In the interest of respecting these landowners’ wishes, any pilot who lands in a 
known (i.e., published on the JustFly-SVS / Flying Camp web site) DNL area will receive a zero 

for the round. Ignorance is no excuse.  The JustFly-SVS / Flying Camp waypoint list includes 

these DNL locations, and the JustFly-SVS / Flying Camp provides (on its web site) DNL 

“shape” data that can be loaded and displayed on most GPS mapping devices in use by pilots 

today.  If you land and are told that you’re unwelcome there, report this to contest officials.  If it 

isn’t a known DNL area, you won’t receive a zero for the round, and the JustFly-SVS / Flying 
Camp can add it to their list of DNL areas.  Day Quality will be calculated as if no one landed in 

a DNL area.

21. One Glider Per Pilot – Generally speaking, a pilot may earn contest points in only one 
glider.  Without this limitation, the few pilots with access to multiple gliders would have an
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advantage by being able to choose the glider best suited for the day’s conditions or for the 

current flight plan (e.g., XC flight vs. spot landing) or may be able to significantly damage a 

glider and still continue competing (in a different glider).  Exceptions to this rule may be granted 

by contest officials in special circumstances but must be granted before flight.  An exception will 

not be granted if the pilot’s glider is unsafe or unable to be flown due, to a significant extent (not 

necessarily completely), to his negligence or action – whether it be (1) a lack of reasonable 

maintenance or inspection or (2) an incident (on the ground or in flight).  In this case, the pilot 

may still fly (a different glider) as if competing but will not earn points for the flight (see 

paragraph 24 below).  Once the glider is restored to an airworthy condition, the pilot may again 

fly it for contest points, so bringing spare parts to the contest may be wise.  “The air made me do 

it” is almost never an exception-worthy explanation for glider damage, and a strong case must be 

made (and supported by more than the testimonies of the affected pilot or his teammates) to 

support any claim that the pilot was not responsible to a significant extent.  By default, each pilot 

is considered fully responsible for anything that affects the airworthiness of his glider. 

22. Spot Landing Contest – If conditions are expected to be safely flyable but unsuitable for

meaningful XC flying, the task committee may elect to declare a spot landing contest round.  A

spot landing contest round offers a potential of 500 points per team (half the amount available in

an XC contest round).  And unlike many spot landing contests, this spot landing contest includes

a “carnage” penalty so that if your landing results in injury or property damage, you’ll end up

with negative points for the round!  Prior to a round’s first contest launch, the task committee

must declare the round either an XC contest or a spot landing contest.  For detailed spot landing

contest rules, see Appendix D.  It is possible that a day may consist of multiple rounds, but a

maximum of one XC round per day will be used.  If a task committee wants the option of another

round later the same day, then they must state this intention prior to the first contest launch of the

current round and must declare when and where a final decision will be announced as to whether

there will be another round this day.  If no intention to keep this option is announced prior to the

first contest launch of a round, then that will be the day’s final round.

23. Relights – Pilots may make unlimited extra flights (“relights”) during XC rounds without

penalty (or reward).  Once a pilot has landed out (i.e., not in the designated LZ for the site), his

subsequent launches that day are not recognized.

24. Pilot Absence – An authorized-to-compete pilot is considered “absent” if he (1) is not

present for a contest round or (2) is present but unable to fly due to a health issue, another non-

glider-related issue, or a glider-related-issue for which he was granted an exception to compete

in another glider (see paragraph 21 above).  If a pilot is not authorized to compete (e.g., he

damaged his glider and has not yet repaired it), then he is considered “present” regardless of any

circumstances that might otherwise deem him “absent”.  He will receive a score of zero for the

round, and if it is an XC round, he will not be considered in the round’s Day Quality calculation,

even if he flies a different glider (since this flight will not be considered a contest flight).  If a

pilot is absent, his team is authorized to have another pilot fly in his place.  Such use of a

substitute pilot is not required, though, even if one is available.  If a substitute is authorized but

not used, then the absent pilot will be scored as if he had an effective task completion percentage

(ETCP) equal to 90% of the average ETCP of his present teammates.  If this is a spot landing

contest round, then he will receive a score of 90% of the average of his present teammates.
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25. Glider Staging/Setup Areas – Staging/setup areas will be marked on either side of a launch 
corridor.  The two teams nearest launch on either side of the corridor (four teams total) are 
considered to be in “priority” staging areas.  A drawing will determine first-day staging area 
assignments, and assignments will rotate after each XC round.  A chart showing the day’s 
assignments will be posted on the clubhouse door.  A “rotation” consists of each team moving 
forward two positions.  A one-position move “forward” from a front (nearest to launch) position 
is a move to the back and across the launch corridor.  With 10 teams and at least three XC rounds, 

this will give each team a priority staging area at least once.

26. Respect Volunteers – Any pilot disrespectful to volunteers will be launched last that day or 
may be disqualified from the contest at the discretion of the task and safety committees.

27. Pushing – Any contest pilot in the launch line during the launch window of an XC round may 

“push” at any time.  The pushing pilot must loudly yell his name and his intent to push (e.g., 
“Ollie Gregory pushing!”).  If the launch is closed for safety reasons when the pilot initiates the 
push, then the launch director will notify the pusher, who then has 10 seconds to withdraw the 
push if desired.  If he doesn’t withdraw the push, then the push is immediately “paused” – to 
resume immediately when the launch re-opens.  If the launch is closed again, the push is again 
paused and again resumes as soon as launch is re-opened.  Push-related timekeeping (see below) 
is paused when the push is paused and resumed when the push is resumed.  When a push begins, 
the pilot in launch position has 30 seconds to either launch or start moving to the back of the line. 
Each subsequent pilot in line has 30 seconds (after the pilot in front of him either launches or gets 

out of the way) to either move into launch position or start moving to the back of the line.  If he 

moves into launch position, then he has 30 seconds (after getting into launch position) to either 

launch or start moving to the back of the line.  If the pusher doesn’t move into launch position 

within his 30 seconds or doesn’t launch after 30 seconds in launch position,  he receives a zero 

for the day, must immediately get out of launch position (if in launch position), and may not 

launch till after the contest launch window closes.  Upon disposition (launch or move aside) of 

the pusher, the push ends.  No one in line behind the pusher is pushed.  Because of the limited 
space at launch, in lieu of pilots physically moving to the back of the line, it is acceptable (for all 
but a pusher who doesn’t launch) to just move aside, find the last pilot in line, and fall in line 
behind this pilot when he gets in front of the moved-aside pilot.

28. Task and Safety Committee Membership – Each team must provide one committee 
member each day for each committee.  Which teammates are appointed may vary from day to day 

within a team as the team desires.
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30. Task Committee – The task committee meets daily to hear a weather report and XC task 
suggestions from knowledgeable local pilots.  The committee will choose (1) an appropriate XC 
task for each pilot class and (2) launch window open/close times.  The committee may be called 
upon to reconvene (at any time prior to the opening of the launch window) to consider alternate 
tasks or launch window open/close times as needed.  The task committee also decides whether 
the round should be an XC or a spot landing round and if the latter, whether the option will exist 
for another round after the spot landing round.

With contest director approval, the task committee may set open-distance XC tasks.  For such a 

task, no goal location is set – only task length and optionally one or more required turnpoints.  

Open-distance tasks allow longer flights but result in (1) more landings in unknown fields (and 

thus increase out-landing risk) and (2) longer retrieves. 

This paragraph contains general guidance for choosing appropriate task lengths.  On a day with 

excellent soaring conditions expected, task lengths of 10, 20, and 40 miles (C, B, and A) might 

be appropriate.  Poorer expected conditions or more upwind-oriented tasks would call for shorter 

distances.  All else being equal, one step up in pilot class typically means roughly doubling the 

task length.  A task’s length should at least exceed the must-exceed distance of the lowest-

handicap glider being flown in that pilot class (e.g., 4.5 miles if a rigid wing hang glider).  

Otherwise, a pilot flying that glider type could complete the task and still earn a zero.  It is 

recommended that each task be at least three miles plus the maximum must-exceed distance for 

that pilot class.  The shorter the task, the more points there are to be gained by landing one field 

farther, which could lead to dangerous last-minute LZ decisions for the sake of points. 

This paragraph contains general guidance for choosing appropriate launch window open and 

close times.  An excessively large window duration can cause (on a marginally soarable day) 

pilots to sit on launch for several hours, time that might be better spent in educational seminars.  

Also, on such a day, a smaller window will force more gliders into the air in the most-likely-

soarable window of time, which can improve the chance that pilots will soar.  Too small a 

window, though, could cause the best conditions to be missed and could effectively remove all 

the challenge to pilots of choosing the best launch time.  The window duration should be at least 

three minutes times the number of competitors and should be at least two hours.  The end of the 

launch window should be at least 2.5 (preferably 3-4) hours before official sunset.  This 

eliminates the possibility of waiting for late-afternoon buoyant lift, which may be fun but isn’t 

the stuff of which good XC flying is made.  The window should be centered slightly earlier 

than the typical best thermal conditions of the day (e.g., centered at ~1:30-2:00 sun time - maybe 

an hour or so earlier if flying at Whitwell).  Solar noon can be found at www.sunrisesunset.com.  

Remember to add an hour (assuming solar noon was found for Dunlap or Whitwell), since the 

contest is run on Central Time. 

31. Safety Committee – The safety committee meets daily (immediately after the task 
committee chooses tasks for the day) to review the day’s tasks with the purpose of either 
approving or disapproving them based solely on safety considerations.  If a safety issue arises, 
any safety committee member may suspend launching (i.e., may temporarily close launch).  A 
member may also prohibit a particular pilot from launching, if the member deems the pilot or his 
equipment unsafe.  The prohibited pilot may meet with the entire safety committee to plead his 
case if desired.  Committee members must be the last members of their teams to launch that day,

http://www.sunrisesunset.com/
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but the membership “baton” may be passed to another teammate as desired.  An outgoing 

committee member must pass along to the incoming member any relevant issues/concerns 

(whether the hand-off occurs within a given day or from one day to the next). 

32. Stopping a Task – The launch director, in consultation with any available safety committee 

members or other contest officials, has the power to stop an XC task after some or all of the 

competitors have launched due to unsatisfactory flying conditions, such as deteriorating weather 

or emergency operations that cannot be avoided by the competitors.  In this case, the task will 

not be scored, regardless of how much of the task some pilots had completed before the task was 

stopped. 

The decision to stop the task will be communicated verbally to pilots who have not yet launched 

and will be broadcast on the meet frequency at ten-minute intervals (i.e.; 1:40, 1:50, 2:00, 2:10...) 

for a period of up to one hour.  Since radio transmissions are not infallible, no pilot should make 

any assumptions as to whether a task has been stopped unless he/she has received the official 

announcement from a meet official. 

Remember that pilot judgment is critical as to whether to continue the task in a hazardous 

weather situation.  Each pilot is the best judge of what constitutes safe conditions for him/her.  

Each pilot is completely responsible for his/her own safety at all times. 
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Appendix A: Available Distance Points (ADP)  

See paragraph 13 in the main body of this document for an overview of the distribution of 

available distance points (ADP) within a team.  Here are the formulas for calculating pilot ADP 

amounts: 

𝑃𝐴 = 150 (
5

𝑁𝐴 + 𝑁𝐵 + 𝑁𝐶
) 

𝑃𝐵 =
900 − 𝑃𝐴(𝑁𝐴 − 𝑁𝐶)

𝑁𝐵 + 2𝑁𝐶
 

𝑃𝐶 = 2𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐴 

 PA, PB, and PC are today’s ADP values for each A, B, and C pilot on this team. 

 NA, NB, and NC are the numbers of A, B, and C pilots (whether they flew or not) among the 

pilots representing this team in this XC round. 

The table below shows the ADP values for each pilot for every possible team of 2-6 pilots.  

“Step” is the A-B and B-C point difference. 

Team Make-Up 
Available Distance Points 

Step 
A B C 

A-A-A-B-B-B 125 175.0 - 50.0 

A-A-A-B-B-C 125 162.5 200.0 37.5 

A-A-A-B-C-C 125 155.0 185.0 30.0 

A-A-A-C-C-C 125 - 175.0 25.0 

A-A-B-B-B-B 125 162.5 - 37.5 

A-A-B-B-B-C 125 155.0 185.0 30.0 

A-A-B-B-C-C 125 150.0 175.0 25.0 

A-A-B-C-C-C 125 146.4 167.9 21.4 

A-A-C-C-C-C 125 - 162.5 18.8 

A-A-A-B-B 150 225.0 - 75.0 

A-A-A-B-C 150 200.0 250.0 50.0 

A-A-A-C-C 150 - 225.0 37.5 

A-A-B-B-B 150 200.0 - 50.0 

A-A-B-B-C 150 187.5 225.0 37.5 

A-A-B-C-C 150 180.0 210.0 30.0 

A-A-C-C-C 150 - 200.0 25.0 

A-B-B-B-B 150 187.5 - 37.5 

A-B-B-B-C 150 180.0 210.0 30.0 

A-B-B-C-C 150 175.0 200.0 25.0 

A-B-C-C-C 150 171.4 192.9 21.4 

A-C-C-C-C 150 - 187.5 18.8 
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Team Make-Up 
Available Distance Points 

Step 
A B C 

A-A-B-B 187.5 262.5 - 75.0 

A-A-B-C 187.5 237.5 287.5 50.0 

A-A-C-C 187.5 - 262.5 37.5 

A-B-B-B 187.5 237.5 - 50.0 

A-B-B-C 187.5 225.0 262.5 37.5 

A-B-C-C 187.5 217.5 247.5 30.0 

A-C-C-C 187.5 - 237.5 25.0 

A-B-B 250 325.0 - 75.0 

A-B-C 250 300.0 350.0 50.0 

A-C-C 250 - 325.0 37.5 

A-B 375 525.0 - 150.0 

A-C 375 - 525.0 75.0 

Example Illustrating the Effect of this Distribution Approach: 

Two A-A-B-C-C teams fly such that their team averages of effective task completion percentage 

(ETCP, see paragraph 12 in the main body of this document) are identical (e.g., 50%).  If ADPs 

were distributed evenly among teammates, each team would earn 450 distance points.  One A, B, 

and C pilot from each team had an ETCP of exactly 50% (total 270 points), but the other A and 

C pilots had different ETCPs.  On the first team, this A had an ETCP of 75% (112.5 points); the 

C, only 25% (52.5 points).  This brings the team total to 435 points.  On the second team, these 

numbers were reversed (25% for the A, 75% for the C), for 37.5 and 157.5 points, respectively.  

The second team’s total is 465, 30 points higher than the first team.  Average ETCPs being 

equal, the team with more C pilot ETCP (and less A pilot ETCP) did better.  
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Appendix B: Available Virtual Goal Bonus Points 

See paragraph 15 in the main body of this document for an overview of virtual goal bonus points 

and their distribution within a team.  Here are the formulas for calculating B and C pilot virtual 

goal bonus point amounts (A pilots get none): 

𝑃𝐵 =
100

𝑁𝐵 + 2𝑁𝐶
 

𝑃𝐶 = 2𝑃𝐵 

 PB and PC are today’s virtual goal bonus points available to each B and C pilot on this team. 

 NB and NC are the numbers of B and C pilots (whether they flew or not) among the pilots 

representing this team in this XC round. 

The table below shows the virtual goal bonus points available to each pilot for every possible 

team of 2-6 pilots. 

Team Non-“A” 
Make-Up 

Bonus Points Per Pilot 

A B C 

B 0 100.0 - 

C 0 - 100.0 

B-B 0 50.0 - 

B-C 0 33.3 66.7 

C-C 0 - 50.0 

B-B-B 0 33.3 - 

B-B-C 0 25.0 50.0 

B-C-C 0 20.0 40.0 

C-C-C 0 - 33.3 

B-B-B-B 0 25.0 - 

B-B-B-C 0 20.0 40.0 

B-B-C-C 0 16.7 33.3 

B-C-C-C 0 14.3 28.6 

C-C-C-C 0 - 25.0 

Example Illustrating the Effect of this Distribution Approach: 

Two A-A-B-C-C teams fly such that four pilots on each team make their virtual goals.  The non-

goal-maker is an A pilot on the first team and a C on the second.  So the first team got bonus 

points for all its B and C pilots (100 total bonus points), while the second team got bonus points 

only for one B and one C (60 total bonus points).  So even though the same number of pilots 

made their virtual goals on each team, the team with more goal-making B and C pilots earned 40 

more bonus points. 
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Appendix C: Day Quality 

See paragraph 18 in the main body of this document for an overview of the “Day Quality” (DQ) 

factor, which is modeled after the same-name factor in the GAP (Gerolf, Angelo, and Paul) 

scoring system used in USHPA-sanctioned race-to-goal contests.  Unlike in GAP, however, the 

Team Challenge (TC) DQ does not consider speed/time. 

DayQuality = DistanceValidity x LaunchValidity 

Because a TC XC round has three tasks, a “Distance Validity” (DV) factor for each task is 

calculated, and then an overall DV is calculated using those three task-specific values.  Here is 

the TC DV formula (the same formula as in GAP) for one task (the C task): 

𝐷𝑉𝐶 =

2 ∗ 𝑆𝑢𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑃𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠𝐹𝑙𝑒𝑤𝐶

(𝑁𝑜𝑚𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 + 1) ∗ (𝑁𝑜𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡) + 𝑁𝑜𝑚𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶 − 𝑁𝑜𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶)

 MinDist (3.0 mi.): distance below which it is pointless to measure a pilot’s performance

 SumDistOverMinDist: sum of flown effective distance* beyond MinDist of all pilots who

flew farther than MinDist

 NumPilotsFlew: number of pilots of this pilot classification (e.g., C) who flew

 NomGoal (40%): % of pilots contest organizer wants to make goal in a well-chosen task

 NomDist: minimum task distance (including must-exceed distance) that should be worth the

maximum possible number of distance points for task completion on a fully-valid (i.e.,

DayQuality = 1.0) day.  This value is 20, 10, and 5 miles for A, B, and C pilots, respectively.

 BestDist: the day’s largest effective distance* for a pilot attempting this task

* effective distance: Multiply ETCP (see paragraph 12 of this document) by task length (total

task length minus pilot’s must-exceed distance (see paragraph 19 of this document)).  If the

result is greater than zero, then add the pilot’s must-exceed distance.

After calculating Distance Validity (DV) for each of the three tasks, the DV to be used for all 

pilots is calculated as a weighted average of the three task-specific values: 

𝐷𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐴 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝐴 +  𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐵 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝐵 +  𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝐶

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐴 + 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐵 + 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶

 DVall is the Distance Validity value that will be used for all pilots.

 DVA, DVB, and DVC are the task-specific DV values calculated via the second formula

above.

 NumA, NumB, and NumC are the numbers of pilots who attempted each task.

Launch Validity (LV) depends on the percentage of pilots present at takeoff who launched.  If 

everyone present launches, then LV is 1.0; if only 20% launch, about 0.1. 
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Example Illustrating the Effect of “Day Quality”: 

The day’s A task is 35 miles, and 14 A pilots fly.  Four of them make goal, two make 30 miles, 

two make 25 miles, and six go nowhere (zero distance points).  The A task’s Distance Validity 

(DV) is 1.0 (no devaluation).  The day’s B task is 16 miles, and 14 B pilots fly.  Four make goal,

two make 10 miles, two make 6 miles, and six go nowhere.  The B DV is 0.84.  The C task is 8

miles, and 14 C pilots fly.  Four make goal, two make 6 miles, two make 4 miles, and six go

nowhere.  The C DV is 1.0.  The day’s DV factor to be used for all pilots is 0.95, the weighted

average of the A, B, and C DV factors.  The day is slightly devalued, because less than half of B

pilots even made NomDist (10 miles for B pilots).

Eight of the 50 present pilots did not launch, which means that 84% of present pilots launched.  

This gives a Launch Validity (LV) of 0.93, which means that the day is devalued further slightly 

due to some pilots choosing not to launch. 

Day Quality is Distance Validity (0.95) multiplied by Launch Validity (0.93), so the day’s Day 

Quality value is 0.88 (0.95 x 0.93).  So a team with a perfect performance (i.e., all pilots made at 

least their virtual goals and had no penalties) today would earn 880 points (0.88 x 1,000).  Had 

the Day Quality been 1.0, this team would have earned 1,000 points today. 
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Appendix D: Spot Landing Contest Rules 

See paragraph 22 in the main body of this document for an introduction to the spot landing 

contest option.  Detailed spot landing contest rules are as follows: 

1. Staging area assignments for the next round will be the same as for this round.

2. There is no handicapping.  All pilots will use the same target and scoring rules – except that

PG pilots must land closer to the spot than HG pilots.

3. The target spot will be marked such that it (1) is visible from at least 500’ above it, (2) is

visible throughout the landing approach, and (2) creates no hazard for contestants.  At a

minimum, a target-center marker must be placed.  Notwithstanding these requirements,

markings may not be changed after the first pilot’s launch.  The placement and type of

markings will be briefed to pilots before the launch window opens.

4. At least two judges will observe each spot landing attempt.  Judges will record each pilot’s

name and distance-from-spot (to the nearest foot).

5. The task committee must announce an estimated 30-minute period within which the launch

window will open.

6. The task committee will determine launch order by conducting a random drawing of team

numbers and will post that order for public viewing.  This order is looped through, taking one

pilot from each team per “loop” until each pilot has been given a launch order.  Each team

may choose which pilot to put in which “loop” and need not make that decision until time for

the pilot to get in the launch line.

7. The launch window will open within five safely-launchable minutes of the landing judges

reporting that they (and spot markings) are in position and ready for pilots.  In the event that

this rule would cause the launch window to open earlier than the beginning of the 30-minute

period announced earlier by the task committee, the launch window will open at the

beginning of the announced 30-minute period.

8. Once the launch window is open, it is as if a push is in effect except that a pilot may not

launch within the 90 seconds immediately following the previous launch.  His 30-second

“timer” to launch will begin exactly 90 seconds after the previous launch.  Also, the rules for

a pilot choosing not to launch in his appointed order (and within his 30-second period) are

the same as for a pusher who fails to launch.

9. Each pilot should attempt to control his flight such that he lands 1-2 minutes after the pilot

who launched immediately ahead of him.  If a pilot extends his flight duration by working lift

(or shortens it by flying unusually fast, doing aerobatics, etc.) and thereby causes a landing

conflict with another pilot, he must yield to the other pilot and land well clear of the target

area.  If he does so, then his landing will not be scored, and he will be authorized to make

another attempt.  If he disrupts the other pilot’s landing, however, or if the judges deem that

he created an unsafe condition by landing too close to the other pilot, he will receive a zero

for the day.  The disrupted pilot will be handled in one of two ways, depending on whether

he is on the disrupting pilot’s team.  If the two are on the same team, then the disrupted pilot

is given no special consideration (i.e., his score is counted normally, and he will not be

allowed another attempt).  If the two are on different teams, then the disrupted pilot has the

option of (1) accepting his landing as is, (2) taking a score of 50 points (as if he landed a HG

25 feet from the spot), or (3) making another attempt.  The landing judges will record the

greater score of option 1 or 2, will note the landing time, and will line through the recorded

score if the pilot makes another attempt (even if the later attempt yields a lower score).  If the
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disrupted pilot intends to make another attempt, he must notify either a landing judge or the 

launch director prior to the last contestant launch and must be prepared to re-launch no later 

than two hours after his disrupted landing. 

10. Other than for emergency purposes, no radio communications may be made with a contest

pilot during his flight.

11. Each pilot must ensure, immediately after landing, that the judges know his name.

12. Each pilot must come to a full stop after landing and must not move (or set down his glider,

if flying a hang glider) until told to do so by a landing judge.

13. Once cleared by a landing judge to move, the pilot must immediately move at least 100 feet

perpendicular to the approach direction and must stay at least 100 feet away from the

centerline of an imaginary runway in the approach direction stretching from 500 feet

downwind of the spot to 200 feet upwind of the spot.  If a pilot fails to quickly create or to

maintain this clearance, the landing judges will assess a 20-point penalty.

14. Only one spot landing attempt per pilot is allowed per day except in special circumstances

(e.g., landing area congestion) as determined by a landing judge.

15. If a landing judge grants a pilot the right to another attempt, the judge must immediately

notify an official on launch, who must add this pilot’s name and landing time to the list of

approved re-launchers.  This pilot will be allowed to make one more contest launch, but he

must be prepared to launch within two hours of his previous landing and will be subject to

the same 30-second push rules once set up, pre-flighted, hooked in, and in position.  If he is

ready to launch before the last pilot makes his first launch, then he must get in the back of the

existing line.

16. A pilot’s distance from the spot will be considered only if he makes a safe (as judged by the

landing judges) approach and landing without bodily injury (to himself or others) or

equipment damage (to his equipment or the property of others) and with no part of his body

(except his feet) or his glider (except the keel or wingtip) – for a hang glider pilot – touching

the ground before coming to a complete stop and being told by a landing judge that he’s clear

to move.

17. If a pilot’s landing results in bodily injury to himself or anyone else or results in damage to

his glider or any other property in the area, he will receive a score of -50.

18. A pilot’s distance from the spot will be measured to his farthest footprint from the spot made

before being cleared by a landing judge to move.  Any distance greater than 50 feet (HG) or

25 feet (PG) will be scored as 50 feet (HG) or 25 feet (PG).  Distances are rounded to the

nearest foot.

19. A qualifying landing within 50 feet (HG) or 25 feet (PG) of the target will score 100 points

minus two points (HG) or four points (PG) per foot from the spot.

20. If a spot landing contest round is completed normally (i.e., all pilots had the opportunity to

launch), then the score for each pilot is multiplied by five and then divided by the number of

pilots on his team.

21. If a spot landing contest round is stopped before all pilots have the opportunity to launch,

then any flights made after the last completed launch rotation (“loop”) will be ignored.  This

will ensure that each team had the same number of spot landing attempt opportunities.  The

number of the last completed rotation will be referred to below as “N”.  A value “K” will be

calculated as five multiplied by N and then divided by the number of pilots on the largest

team.  Each pilot’s score is multiplied by K and then divided by the lower of (1) N or (2) the

number of pilots on this pilot’s team.
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Appendix E: Team Challenge Scoring Summary/Overview 

The following is a simplified overview of the sources of points in the Team Challenge (TC).  For 

more detail, possible exceptions, and all other rules (less directly associated with points); see the 

main body of this TC rules document, which is available at http://flying.camo

1. Per-Round Team Total Potential – Each team can earn 1,000 points per cross-country

(XC) contest round (900 from XC distance, 100 from goal-making bonuses) or 500 points

per spot landing contest round.

2. XC Distance1 – These points are based on a pilot’s task completion percentage2.

a. Must-Exceed Distance – A pilot must make good more than a certain minimum

distance (varies by glider type) to earn any XC points.

b. DNL Landing – Landing in a known DNL field earns a pilot a zero for the day.

c. Absentees – An absent pilot may be replaced with a substitute or will be credited

with 90% of the average task completion percentage2 of his present teammates.

3. “Virtual Goal” Bonus1 – Bonus points are given each B or C pilot whose task completion

percentage2 is 100%.  Each team can earn 100 of these points per day.

4. Land-Out Penalty – If a pilot completes his entire fixed (i.e., not open-distance) task but

lands out, he loses points (e.g., 30 points if on a 5-pilot team).

5. Pilot Promotion Bonus1 – A pilot completing the next-higher fixed (i.e., not open-distance)

task earns bonus points (and a promotion to that pilot classification).  Each team can earn 60

of these points per day.

6. Day Quality – A “Day Quality” factor from zero to one will be computed for each XC

contest round and will be multiplied by all the round’s scores.  This devalues a round’s

results, if it’s clear that conditions weren’t suitable for a completely fair XC contest.

7. Spot Landing – When appropriate, a spot landing contest may be used.  A clean-landing

pilot on a 5-pilot team earns 100 points minus two points (HG) or four points (PG) per foot

from the spot.  The minimum score is zero, unless there’s “carnage”, in which case the pilot’s

score is -50 (for a pilot on a 5-pilot team) no matter how close to the spot he landed.  These

point values vary depending on team size such that each team has the potential for 500 points

(or -250 points in “carnage” penalties) per spot landing round.

1 number of points available for a given pilot depends on pilot’s and his teammates’ classifications and the number 

of pilots on his team 
2 adjusted for glider type handicap and limited to 100% 

http://www.tennesseetreetoppers.org/



